
Bubble W
Design
Burkhard Panteleit

Year
2001

Description

Its elegant and decorative style - a sort
of geometric dialog between the metallic
tubular structure and the spherical
diffusers - is what distinguishes this
family of lamps. The family is composed
of floor lamps, suspension, table and
wall lamps. The diffusers are made of
free blown glass, and are available both
in a glossy or a satin texture, either
white or lobster-red. The floor, table,
and suspension lamps are fitted with a
dimmer placed on the structure of the
lamp, which makes it easy to reach and
to control the intensity of the light. The
light provided by the highly efficient
halogen bulbs is filtered by the glass
spheres, and give diffused, warm and
enveloping light.

Materials

Tubular and plate steel structure;
handblown glass diffuser in glossy or
etched finish.

Certifications

Uses

Wall

Color

Brushed Nichel

Diffuser

Etched White 1BUW000116

Dimensions

Light bulbs

1xG9 max 60W HSGST/F
Halogen
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Description

Its elegant and decorative style - a sort
of geometric dialog between the metallic
tubular structure and the spherical
diffusers - is what distinguishes this
family of lamps. The family is composed
of floor lamps, suspension, table and
wall lamps. The diffusers are made of
free blown glass, and are available both
in a glossy or a satin texture, either
white or lobster-red. The floor, table,
and suspension lamps are fitted with a
dimmer placed on the structure of the
lamp, which makes it easy to reach and
to control the intensity of the light. The
light provided by the highly efficient
halogen bulbs is filtered by the glass
spheres, and give diffused, warm and
enveloping light.

Materials

Tubular and plate steel structure;
handblown glass diffuser in glossy or
etched finish.

Certifications

Uses

Wall

Color

Chrome

Diffuser

Glossy White 1BUW000230

Lobster 1BUW000530

Dimensions

Light bulbs

1xG9 max 60W HSGST/F
Halogen


